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	[image: ]Organization Theory: A Libertarian Perspective, 9781439221990 (1439221995), BookSurge Publishing, 2008
This book applies the economic principles of individualist anarchism, as developed in Studies in Mutualist Political Economy, to the study of the large organization.  It integrates the insights of mainstream organization theory into that framework, along with those of more radical thinkers like Ivan Illich, Paul Goodman, and R.A. Wilson.    Part One examines the ways in which state intervention in the market, including subsidies to the inefficiency costs of large size and regulatory protection against the competitive consequences of inefficiency, skews the size of the predominant business artificially upward to an extent that simply could not prevail in a free market.  Part Two examines the effects of such large organizational size on the character of the system as a whole.  Part Three examines the internal pathologies and contradictions of organizations larger than a free market could support.  And Part Four surveys the potential building blocks of an alternative, decentralized and libertarian economic order.
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Adobe Fireworks CS6 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2012

	Those creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Fireworks choose Adobe Fireworks CS6 Classroom in a Book from the Adobe Creative Team. The 14 project-based lessons in this book show readers step-by-step the key techniques for working in Fireworks.

	

	Readers will learn what they...
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Creating Android Applications: Develop and DesignPeachpit Press, 2011


	If you’ve got a burning idea for an application that you’re dying to share, or if you

	recognize the power and possibilities of the Android platform, you’ve come to the

	right place. This is a short book on an immense topic.





	I don’t mean to alarm anyone right off the bat here, but let me be...
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Engineering and High Performance PlasticsSmithers Rapra Technology, 2003
Engineering and high performance polymers cover a wide spectrum of materials that are valued, amongst other things, for their temperature resistance, strength, dimensional stability and chemical resistance in many demanding applications. This new market report from Rapra, discusses their key performance properties, the trends in material...
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The Book of Nero 7: CD and DVD Burning Made EasyNo Starch Press, 2006
Ahead Software's Nero program is the most popular CD and DVD burning software in the world. While it seems like it should be easy to burn CDs and DVDs, doing so can be much more complicated than it appears, and many users reach high frustration levels after burning multiple coasters that don't work.
This simple, task-oriented, step-by-step book...
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Microsoft Expression Web Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2007
Microsoft Expression Web is the newest Web editing and management application from Microsoft. It is a professional design tool used to create modern, standards-based sites that deliver superior quality on the Web. Expression Web also holds the distinction of being the replacement for Microsoft Office FrontPage, a long-lived and very popular Web...
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Advanced Calculus: A Differential Forms Approach (Modern Birkhäuser Classics)Birkhauser, 2013

	In a book written for mathematicians, teachers of mathematics, and highly motivated students, Harold Edwards has taken a bold and unusual approach to the presentation of advanced calculus. He begins with a lucid discussion of differential forms and quickly moves to the fundamental theorems of calculus and Stokes’ theorem. The result is...
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